Chairman Kenneth Cory called the regular meeting of the State Lands Commission to order at 10:02 a.m. The other members present were Commissioners Mervyn M. Dymally and Roy M. Bell.

The minutes of the meeting of March 25, 1976, were approved as written.

EXECUTIVE OFFICER'S REPORT

Mr. William F. Northrop, Executive Officer, reported on the status of the Donner Lake pipeline. At this time, the Commission decided that a calendar item should be prepared for the next meeting to advise all parties that the Commission is considering taking action to remove the pipeline.

Other items reported on included the recognition of the State's title and Commission's jurisdiction over the bed of Independence Lake; the public hearing scheduled in Santa Barbara for May 8 concerning Standard Oil Company of California's EIR regarding the resumption of drilling from four platforms in the Santa Barbara Channel; and a status report on the meeting Mr. Northrop attended in Washington, D.C., with representatives of the Federal Energy Administration concerning the gravity price differential of crude oil in California.

Mr. Northrop's report is attached as Exhibit "A" and by reference made a part hereof.

At the end of the meeting Commissioner Bell introduced his new Deputy Director to the Commission, Sid McCausland.

Attachment:
Exhibit "A"
EXECUTIVE OFFICER'S REPORT

BY

WILLIAM F. NORTHROP
EXECUTIVE OFFICER

DONNER LAKE PIPELINE

In May 1972, the Commission received an inquiry concerning placing a pipeline in the bed of Donner Lake. In spite of staff efforts to have an application processed, the pipeline was installed without permit during May 1973. In July 1973 the State Lands Commission filed suit for removal of the pipeline and for damages against the installer of the pipeline, Dart Industries, and the potential owner of the pipeline, Truckee-Donner Public Utility District. After the suit was filed, the Public Utility District applied for lease of the bed of Donner Lake and a draft Environmental Impact Report was prepared and circulated in August 1974. Following a public hearing on the EIR, the District requested and was granted two consecutive 180-day extensions of time on the processing of the application in order to check into the possibility of using ground water in lieu of Donner Lake. The second extension expired April 21. The District has now requested a third deferral of 6 months. It appears that progress is being made towards development of an alternate water supply which would eliminate the need for

Presented at the State Lands Commission meeting of April 28, 1976, in Sacramento, at 10:00 A.M.
A pipeline in Donner Lake. Staff met with the District at a special meeting of the Directors on April 19. Staff believes that by the end of July sufficient information will be available to make a determination of the adequacy of the alternate water supply. Therefore, if the Commission concurs, I will grant an additional extension in the processing of the District's application until the end of July 1976. At that time, we will be prepared to make a firm recommendation to the Commission for moving ahead either with the application or for removal of the pipeline.

COMMENT ON MARINA RENTAL POLICY

At the last Commission meeting, Mr. Darrel McConnell, representing the Marina Owners Association, asked that the Commission suspend all leasing activity because of large increases in recently set rentals. This requires some explanation.

In 1966 and 1967, several marina operations came before the Commission for setting a rent under provisions of periodic review within the various leases. Because the leases had run a period of 15 years or better, the new rents were substantially above the rents they had been paying.

Other marinas had leases running to the mid 1970's at rather low rental rates. The marina owners appealed to the Commission, asking that no new rentals be fixed until the rents
were re-fixed for all leases within the Delta. This policy, the marina owners argued, would prevent one owner from having an economic advantage over others.

In March 1968, by Minute Item 35, the Commission adopted this policy.

During 1975, many of these leases became eligible for rent review, at which time the staff made present fair market value appraisals. By late this year, all these marinas will be eligible for rent reviews.

Rentals on marinas may not have been reset in 20 to 25 years; therefore a large increase should be expected by the marina people who made the plea to the Commission in 1963.

If the rental is ever to be brought current, the matter should be pursued at this time.

INDEPENDENCE LAKE

By resolution adopted at its October 29, 1975, meeting, the Commission authorized the Division and/or the Office of the Attorney General to take all action necessary, including litigation, to have the State’s title to and the Commission’s jurisdiction over the bed of Independence Lake recognized.
On November 7, 1975, the Commission, by and through the State Lands Division, made applications to the Boards of Supervisors of Nevada and Sierra Counties pursuant to Revenue and Taxation Code Section 5026 to have all assessments for taxes levied on the bed of Independence Lake cancelled and to request that this lake be listed in the county assessment records as owned by the State of California. No action was taken by either county; consequently, the Division renewed its applications by letters on March 11, 1976. Since then, both counties have expressly refused to honor the Commission’s applications without a court interpretation of the matter.

In order to have the matter finally resolved, petitions for Writ of Mandate will be filed in both counties to compel the Boards of Supervisors to comply with the code provisions.

PUBLIC HEARING - SOCAL EIR

A public hearing has been scheduled on May 4 at 10:00 a.m. in the Santa Barbara County Administration Building in Santa Barbara concerning resumption of drilling from four existing platforms in the Santa Barbara Channel at Carpinteria and Summerland on State Oil and Gas Leases PRC 1824, 3150 and 4000. Lessees are SOCAL, ARCO and Exxon. I will conduct that hearing.
WASHINGTON, D.C. MEETING

At a request by Mel Goldstein made to Josiah Beeman, a conference with State Land's staff was scheduled in Washington, D.C. allegedly to deal with the letter the Governor wrote to Mr. Zarb. It was not until we arrived at the meeting and the ground rules were stated by Mr. Goldstein that we became aware this was, in fact, not a conference to discuss gravity differential as was represented by Mr. Goldstein previously, but rather a discussion of hardship in the exemption case submitted by the City of Long Beach. Translated, this means the FEA has no intention of taking the necessary steps to turn around our plummeting production decline in Long Beach, but rather proposes to offset this decline over the next 36 months by the future dependence on imported foreign oil, which will get the consumer at the gas pump, by our best estimate of approximately 60 million dollars. Any attempt to convince Mr. Goldstein, Mr. Tom Wicker or Mr. Larry Terrel of the FEA of this problem was rebuffed by "that's no my job". We can only help after the field is totally uneconomical.
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APPEARANCES

Present: Kenneth Cory, State Controller, Chairman
Roy M. Bell, Director of Finance, Commissioner
Walter McGuire, Executive Assistant to the Lieutenant Governor, alternate

Staff Members in Attendance:
William F. Northrop, Executive Officer
Robert C. Hight, Staff Counsel
R. S. Golden, Assistant Executive Officer
J. F. Troct, Manager, Land Operations
W. M. Thompson, Manager, Long Beach Operations
D. J. Everitts, Manager, Energy and Mineral Resources Development
Lincoln Patton, Supervising Land Agent
Matthew Brady, Legal Counsel
Diane Jones, Secretary

Representing the Office of the Attorney General:
N. Gregory Taylor, Assistant Attorney General
Dennis Eagan, Deputy Attorney General

Re Minute Item 12 - Amendment of regulations in Title 2, Division 3 of the California Administrative Code
Greg McClinton, attorney with firm of McCutchen, Black, Verleger and Shea representing the Western Oil and Gas Association
Robert E. Shaw, attorney representing Mobil Oil Corporation
Paul Hughey, General Manager, Contra Costa County Economic Development Association
Henry W. Simonson, in pro per

Re Minute Item 13 - Industrial Lease; Shell Oil Company
William Holliman, attorney representing Shell Oil Company

Re Minute Item 14 - Commercial Lease; Walter M. Harvey and F. Brett Stauffer
Chris Dolgado, architect, representing the City of Sacramento
Bill Gentry, City Engineering Office, City of Sacramento
Walter M. Harvey, developer for the project
Brett Stauffer, co-developer for the project
Re Minute Item 18 - Extension of drilling requirements;
Atlantic Oil Company
Terry Boone, representing Atlantic Oil Company

Re Minute Item 20 - Prospecting Permit for Minerals Other Than
Oil and Gas and Geothermal Resources;
4M Company
Stan Gordon with firm of Tuohey, Barton and
McDermott, representing 4M Company
During the meeting, the recommendations of the staff relative to Calendar Items C1, C2, C3, C4, C5, C6, C7, C8, C9, C10, C11, 15, 16, 17, 19, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, and 31 were adopted as resolutions of the Commission by unanimous vote.

Commission action on Calendar Items 12, 13, 14, 18, 20, and 21 are set forth on pages 523-528, 529-539, 540-545, 553-555, 559-567, and 568-570.

Calendar Item 32 was informative only, no action thereon being necessary.